Acute on chronic liver failure (ACLF) was first described in 1995 as a clinical syndrome distinct to classic acute decompensation. Characterized by complications of decompensation, ACLF occurs on a background of chronic liver dysfunction and is associated with high rates of organ failure and significant short-term mortality estimated between 45% and 90%. Despite the clinical relevance of the condition, it still remains largely undefined with continued disagreement regarding its precise etiological factors, clinical course, prognostic criteria and management pathways. It is concerning that, despite our relative lack of understanding of the condition, the burden of ACLF among cirrhotic patients remains significant with an estimated prevalence of 30.9%. This paper highlights our current understanding of ACLF, including its etiology, diagnostic and prognostic criteria and pathophysiology. It is evident that further refinement of the ACLF classification system is required in order to detect high-risk patients and improve short-term mortality rates. The field of metabolomics certainly warrants investigation to enhance diagnostic and prognostic parameters, while the use of granulocyte-colony stimulating factor is a promising future therapeutic intervention for patients with ACLF.
Introduction
Patients hospitalization for acute complications of liver cirrhosis, who also suffer from hepatic or extrahepatic organ failure (s), are at risk of high shortterm mortality and are described as having acute-onchronic liver failure (ACLF) [1] [2] . Cirrhosis occurs due to chronic disease progression and loss of hepatic function; however, the condition is commonly asymptomatic until an acute episode of decompensation. Acute decompensation occurs due to complications of portal hypertension and hepatic dysfunction, presenting as variceal bleeding, infection, hepatic encephalopathy and ascites. With recent improvements in the medical management of acute decompensation, many patients are able to return to a compensated state. However, a proportion of patients suffer from significant pathological sequelae, characterized by hepatic and/or extrahepatic organ failure or multi-organ failure requiring management in intensive care and significant life support, such as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
As a clinical entity, the term ACLF was first coined in 1995 and described as an acute and rapid decline in liver function in patients with existing chronic liver disease, characterized by complications of decompensated liver failure, high rates of organ failure and significant short-term mortality [3] . ACLF is now considered a separate clinical entity to classic decompensated liver cirrhosis due to the presence of organ failure and systemic inflammation, a higher rate of mortality and specific precipitating factors, as well as its demographic; commonly a younger patient population with an alcoholic etiology of cirrhosis [4] [5] . The condition may occur as a result of extrahepatic precipitating factors, such as infection, on a background of superimposed chronic liver dysfunction [4] . While the precise pathophysiology of ACLF remains to be elucidated, amplified and unopposed inflammation seems to play a vital role [6] [7] . Due to profound inflammation that occurs with ACLF, as well as its rapid progression, multiple organ supportive therapy is often required and is associated with a short-term mortality rate of 45%-90% [4] . Although the underlying cirrhosis in ACLF remains irreversible, the condition itself is thought to possess a reversible component, as it is often associated with a specific precipitating factor [8] . There is currently a scarcity of data regarding the epidemiology of ACLF; however, the high mortality rates, prolonged periods of hospitalization and the profound burden on healthcare systems associated with the condition demonstrate the importance in improving our understanding of the condition.
Definitions
Due to the overall ambiguity of ACLF, its exact definition still remains undecided. However, two definitions have been proposed in the last decade, predominantly based on expert judgements, rather than evidence-based data [9] . Due to distinct clinical and pathophysiological differences noted by academic communities in different geographic locations worldwide, it has been difficult to construct a universally acceptable definition that encompasses these variations. The first definition was proposed by the Asia-Pacific Association for the Study of the Liver (APASL); "Acute hepatic insult manifesting as jaundice and coagulopathy, complicated within 4 weeks by ascites and/or encephalopathy in a patient with previously diagnosed or undiagnosed chronic liver disease" [10] . On the other hand, both The American Association for the Study of Liver Disease (AASLD) and European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) define ACLF as the "Acute deterioration of pre-existing, chronic liver disease, usually related to a precipitating event and associated with increased mortality at 3 months due to multi-system organ failure" [11] . The definitions of ACLF differ based on geographic location, emphasizing the etiological heterogeneity of the condition in Eastern and Western countries. In addition, it is difficult to produce homogenous diagnostic criteria for ACLF due to the imprecise nature of both definitions. The latter definition suggests that the presence of organ failure is a key component of ACLF, indicating that organs behave differently in ACLF compared to classic decompensated liver disease. This review will utilize the second definition unless otherwise stated.
Due to disagreement among researchers regarding the definition of ACLF, the EASL-Chronic Liver Failure (EASL-CLIF) Consortium recently conducted a large observational study entitled the EASL-CLIF Acute-onChronic Liver Failure in Cirrhosis (CANONIC) study [12] . The North American Consortium for the Study of End-Stage Liver Disease (NACSELD), a similar large observational study, was also conducted to try to harmonize the various definitions of ACLF and improve our understanding of the condition.
The CANONIC study was designed to produce a definition of ACLF that can determine patients with liver dysfunction that are at high risk of short-term mortality, defined as a 28-day mortality of more than 15%. The results of the multi-center CANONIC study, based on the clinical evaluation of 1343 patients with pre-existing cirrhosis and acute decompensation (complicated by variceal bleeding, ascites, bacterial infection of hepatic encephalopathy), revealed that ACLF is very common (30.9% prevalence) and is distinct from typical acute decompensation. This is not simply due to the higher mortality rate and organ failure associated with ACLF, but also based on precipitating factors, age and the presence of acute systemic inflammation.
Clinical and prognostic factors
There are limited data regarding the outcomes of patients with cirrhosis progressing toward multi-organ failure. However, recent studies have attempted to ascertain specific clinical and prognostic factors to predict short and long-term patient outcomes. A prospective study was conducted at University College London (UCL) that followed 500 patients with varying severities of cirrhosis that were admitted to a single liver intensive care unit over a period of 5.5 years and received treatment according to pre-defined management criteria [5] . The study found that one third of all patients developed a single organ failure, of whom over 50% died during their first hospital admission. These results suggest that approximately half the cases of single organ dysfunction are reversible. However, it has also been found that patients who improve in intensive care following organ failure and are subsequently discharged possess a three-year mortality of almost 100%, implying that organ failure also has the ability to change the predicted progression of cirrhosis [13] . The CANONIC study produced similar results, demonstrating that approximately 50% of patients presenting with ACLF improve and return to a compensated state, while 20% deteriorate; clinical deterioration of ACLF is associated with a mortality of < 50%. According to the study, the main factor that contributes to a patient's clinical improvement (55%) is the presence of only one failing extrahepatic organ, with deterioration more likely with increasing organ failure. In addition, early recognition of ACLF and initial aggressive management is a key factor in determining patient survival and prognosis.
Although there are several prognostic factors for patients with hepatic dysfunction developing organ failure, prognostic indicators predicting the outcome of cirrhotic patients with organ failure remain to be elucidated. In clinical practice, there are two primary types of prognostic model; those that assess the severity of hepatic dysfunction and those that evaluate single or multi-organ dysfunction. As the clinical prognosis of patients with decompensation is primarily determined by organ dysfunction rather than severity of liver disease, liver scoring criteria possess inherent restrictions as prognostic indicators of clinical outcome in patients with ACLF. Classic liver scoring criteria that focus on the severity of liver dysfunction, such as ChildPugh score or Model of End Stage Liver Disease (MELD), have been shown to be less effective at addressing the outcome of patients with ACLF than the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score that focuses on organ failure [14] . The SOFA score has been found to be a significantly better predictor of short-term prognosis in patients with ACLF than liver-specific scores [15] [16] [17] . Child-Pugh score was originally designed to predict mortality during surgery but is currently used to assess the prognosis of patients with chronic liver disease and ascertain the necessity for liver transplantation. The score employs five clinical measures of liver disease: total bilirubin, serum albumin, prothrombin time, presence of ascites and hepatic encephalopathy. In terms of liver transplantation for patients with ACLF, Child-Pugh score is not sensitive enough to be utilized as an exclusive prognostic scoring system in this subset of patients. When used in combination with MELD score, its sensitivity is enhanced and is more sensitive in predicting patients that will benefit from definitive transplantation.
MELD score was initially designed to predict mortality within three months of surgery in patients undergoing a transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) procedure, but has since been found to be an important tool in determining patient prognosis and priority for receipt of a liver transplant. The scoring system incorporates three widely available laboratory variables, namely international normalized ratio (INR), serum creatinine, and serum bilirubin. MELD score has been shown to be a valid predictor of long-term survival in patients with cirrhosis, as well as other areas beyond end-stage liver disease such as variceal bleeding, fulminant hepatic failure, alcoholic hepatitis and hepatocellular carcinoma [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, its role as a prognostic scoring system for patients with ACLF is still disputed. Various studies have found that MELD score alone cannot predict the postoperative mortality or morbidity for patients with ACLF, indicating the necessity for an effective scoring system to determine which patients can benefit from liver transplantation [23] [24] [25] [26] . Despite this, evidence exists to suggest that MELD score may have some utility as a prognostic marker in ACLF. A Chinese modified MELD was found to reveal poor prognosis in pre-ACLF patients [27] . The prognostic model identified 5 independent factors associated with survival among patients with pre-ACLF and ACLF: MELD score, age, hepatic encephalopathy, triglyceride level and platelet count. Therefore, it is possible that broadening the diagnostic criteria of ACLF may enable implementation of a novel model to predict ACLF-related mortality following comprehensive medical therapy. In addition, change in MELD score at 2 weeks may provide an early opportunity for prognostication in ACLF, as suggested by the finding that a MELD score that does not deteriorate by week 2 predicts a 93.8% chance of survival for the next 60 days [28] . The SOFA scoring system was adopted by the CANONIC study to produce the CLIF-SOFA score (later simplified to the CLIF Consortium [CLIF-C] organ failure score). According to a prognostic model to predict survival, described by Jalan et al. (2014) , the CLIF-C organ failure score, white cell count and age are all independent predictors of mortality [24] . These factors were used to produce a new, more accurate scoring system entitled the CLIF-C ACLF score. The CLIF-C ACLF score was compared to the traditional systems for assessing organ allocation in liver transplantation, namely MELD and Child-Pugh scores. Similarly to the SOFA scoring system, it was found that the CLIF-C ACLF score was also significantly more accurate than the traditional models. The MELD and Child-Pugh systems were found to underestimate the risk of mortality in ACLF, while the CLIF-C ACLF score, which measures both hepatic and extrahepatic organ dysfunction, was found to discriminate between survivors and non-survivors significantly more accurately. It could, therefore, be suggested that, while MELD and Child-Pugh scores may be useful to assess patients' eligibility for transplantation, they do not have the accuracy, precision or prognostic value to act as the only systems to evaluate the fruitlessness of continued care [29] . While there are clear determinants of poor prognosis in cirrhotic patients, including the severity of liver dysfunction and presence of organ failure, mortality rates continue to vary widely; this is probably due to the heterogeneous nature of liver ICU admission criteria across different hospitals. Interestingly, however, a prospective study from India found that patients possessed a 30-and 90-day mortality of 50% and 63% respectively, statistics that are comparable to those in Western literature [30] [31] . Due to the various interacting intrinsic and extrinsic factors in the pathophysiology of ACLF, the ideal system to identify cirrhotic patients who are at high risk of developing ACLF is yet to be defined.
Pathophysiology
The exact pathophysiology of ACLF is yet to be fully understood, however there are several features that are thought to play vital roles, including infection, systemic inflammation and an altered host response to injury [32] . A notion similar to the predisposition, injury, response and organ failure (PIRO) concept in sepsis has been developed in order to deconstruct the characteristic inflammatory response during ACLF (Fig. 1 ) [32] [33] [34] . Originally proposed in 1900, the PIRO score was designed to measure the clinical features and outcomes of patients with sepsis [34] . Despite this, it is also useful in interpreting the clinical progression of ACLF.
Predisposing factors
The primary predisposing factor for ACLF is the severity and etiology of underlying liver dysfunction. Most underlying disease in ACLF is attributed to compensated cirrhosis of any etiology, while chronic hepatitis, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis and cholestatic and metabolic liver disease also qualify as precipitating causes that exaggerate underlying liver dysfunction. Steatosis, however, is not acknowledged as an underlying factor [10] . In the West, alcoholic cirrhosis is responsible for 45-70% of all predisposing liver diseases in patients with ACLF, while hepatitis-related cirrhosis constitutes for 10-30% [5, 10, [34] [35] . In most Asian countries the etiological factors are reversed, with chronic hepatitis B infection accounting for 70% of cases and only 15% related to alcohol [10] . In a study of 102 patients with ACLF, the most common precipitating factor of ACLF was infection, which was observed in 53% of cases. Spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP) and sepsis accounted for 47% of these cases, while viral hepatitis was seen in the remaining 6% [36] . The CANONIC study indicates that one of the primary predisposing factors in the pathophysiology of ACLF is active alcoholism during the previous three months, as demonstrated by the finding that alcohol consumption is present in 24.5% of patients with ACLF [12] . This suggests that ACLF may be more frequent in patients with alcoholic cirrhosis due to an overrepresentation of severe alcoholic hepatitis. The results of the CANONIC study provide an intriguing insight into this hypothesis. Patients with alcoholic cirrhosis and active alcohol consumption suffered from ACLF more frequently than patients with non-alcoholic cirrhosis or alcoholic cirrhosis without active consumption. Patients in this category also had a higher INR, serum bilirubin levels and required corticosteroid treatment more frequently. While ACLF was present in 42% of active drinkers, this group only comprised one third of all patients with alcoholic cirrhosis. In addition, there were no major differences between those with non-alcoholic cirrhosis and those with alcoholic cirrhosis that were not active drinkers. Overall, these findings indicate that an overrepresentation of severe alcoholic cirrhosis does not explain the high prevalence of ACLF in patients with alcoholic cirrhosis. Therefore, in those with alcoholic cirrhosis, severe alcoholic hepatitis is not required for the presence of ACLF.
Insult/injury
Regardless of the etiology, cirrhotic patients are intrinsically at increased risk of infection and sepsis, though the exact mechanism behind the development of this immunosuppression is not fully understood [37] . It is thought that this may be due to impairment in the barriers of bacterial translocation, neutrophil dysfunction and dysfunction of the cellular immune and reticuloendothelial systems; this shall be discussed in more detail [7] . These events occur on the background of an altered pro-inflammatory environment associated with elevated serum cytokine levels [10, 38] . The general consensus among Western experts is that precipitating injury may be either hepatic or nonhepatic, while the APASL recommend that the acute primary precipitating event should be hepatic in origin [5, 10, 35] . It is important to note that this is not always easy to discern. In the Asian subcontinent, HBV reactivation is a significant precipitant of ACLF, while superimposed HEV is a major cause of ACLF in India [39] [40] . As well as viral infection, bacterial and fungal infections may also result in bacterial translocation and therefore contribute toward the development of the SIRS.
There is a clear distinction between hepatic-ACLF and extrahepatic-ACLF based on the etiology of precipitating events. Hepatic insults include exacerbation of chronic hepatitis B, superimposed infection with hepatitis A virus (HAV) or hepatitis E virus (HEV), active alcoholism and hepatotoxic drug use, while extrahepatic insults commonly include bacterial infection and upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage. A study conducted by Shi et al. (2015) involving 405 patients with ACLF demonstrated that hepatic-ACLF precipitated by hepatic insults resulted in relatively wellcompensated cirrhosis with frequent hepatic and coagulation dysfunction, while extrahepatic-ACLF precipitated by extrahepatic insults was associated with a greater severity of underlying cirrhosis and a higher incidence of remote organ failure, involving the cerebral, renal, circulatory and respiratory systems [41] . Although both groups had high short-term mortality (28-day transplant-free mortality: 48.3% vs. 50.7%; P = 0.22), extrahepatic ACLF was associated with a significantly higher 90-day and 1-year mortality (90-day: 58.9% vs. 68.3%, P = 0.035; 1-year: 63.9% vs. Fig. 1 Pathophysiology of acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF). Predisposing factors, hepatic insult or injury, the body's response to injury and organ failure (PIRO) are the characteristic features of the inflammatory response during ACLF. HBV, hepatitis B virus; HEV, hepatitis E virus; IFN-γ, interferon-gamma; IL-2, interleukin-2; TIPS, transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-alpha. 74 .6%, P = 0.019).
HBV-induced ACLF commonly develops following either HBV reactivation on a background of chronic HBV infection and chronic liver disease, or following an acute HBV infection in the presence of co-existing chronic liver disease [42] . Although the precise pathogenesis involved in HBV reactivation remains to be elucidated, it is thought to occur due to changes in immunological control of viral replication processes and dysfunctional host defenses. It has been found that acute decompensation is more common in patients infected with HBV genotypes B and D, although frequency is comparable in hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) positive or negative patients [43] . The mechanism of liver injury in HBV-induced ACLF is predominantly due to the presence of an increased number of inflammatory T cells that cross-react with HBeAg and hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg), resulting in the generation of HBeAg and HBcAg-specific T cells that are immunologically overactive. HBV reactivation also results in a reduced expression of programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1), a protein that is involved in the dampening of pathogenic CD8 + T cell responses, thus precipitating further hepatic dysfunction [44] [45] . In Asia and Africa, acute HEV infection is a leading cause of acute liver failure, with a median incidence of 21%, and is associated with a high mortality [40] . In contrast, the prevalence of HEV in precipitating ACLF in the West is unknown due to a lack of routine testing for HEV and a sporadic incidence within the general population. Acute HEV infection results in cellmediated immune injury and hepatocyte dysfunction, with a profound increase in cytokine production due to activation of type 1 and type 2 T helper cells [46] . Regulatory T cells are also thought to have a role in the pathogenesis of HEV-induced ACLF, as evidenced by an increase in the percentage of CD4 + CD25 + Foxp3 + regulatory T (T REG ) cells and CD4 + CD25 -Foxp3 + effector T REG cells, suggesting that regulatory T cells are involved in hepatic injury and recovery [47] . The T REG cell pool is depleted during HAV infection due to Fas-mediated cellular apoptosis, resulting in severe liver injury [48] . As well as acute HEV infection, superinfection with HAV also results in the development of ACLF [49] . It is important to note that the study by EASL-CLIF demonstrated that, in a large number of ACLF cases, a causative agent cannot be identified, with no acute precipitating event recognized in 43% of patients with ACLF [12] . In fact, interestingly, even in the cases where a precipitating event could be identified, it was unrelated to the severity of ACLF or immediate-or short-term mortality [12] . This was demonstrated in the CANONIC study, where 23.2% of patients developed ACLF with no past incidents of acute decompensation (hepatic encephalopathy, ascites, variceal hemorrhage) [12] . Therefore, the ability to predict decompensation in the absence of classic precipitating factors through the development of novel biomarkers is necessary to identify individuals at high risk of ACLF [50] . In terms of non-infective precipitants, alcoholic hepatitis is both a common precipitant and predisposing factor of ACLF, particularly in the West, while other less frequent precipitants (8%) include major surgery, acute toxic hepatitis and TIPS insertion [12] . Although the dose and duration of alcohol consumption is important in determining the severity of background chronic liver disease, recent alcohol intake is the key contributing factor in the development of acute liver failure [51] . Liver dysfunction occurs due to ethanolinduced hepatotoxicity, increased apoptosis, activation of the innate and adaptive immune systems, and impairment of hepatic regeneration [52] . The liver undergoes further injury due to release of endotoxins to the liver as a result of ethanol-mediated gut dysbiosis and an increase in intestinal permeability. Profound hepatocyte apoptosis occurs following the metabolism of ethanol and the subsequent generation of reactive oxygen species, which results in excess mitochrondrial endoplasmic reticulum stress [53] . Various other processes are involved in hepatocyte cell death, including the inhibition of survival genes (Met), induction of proapoptotic signaling pathways (tumor necrosis factor-TNF), release of danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), complement C3 and C5 activation, neutrophilic infiltration and activation of the Kupffer cellmediated pro-inflammatory cascade [52, 54] . Levels of TNF and tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 1B bear a close correlation with disease severity, endotoxaemia, hepatocyte apoptosis and overall mortality [55] . Excess ethanol intake also results in impaired hepatic regeneration via the limitation of DNA synthesis and regular microRNA signaling in mature hepatocytes [56] . A key feature of ACLF is its reversible component, whereby acute deterioration may be reversed with early identification and treatment of the precipitating factor (s), while also providing multi-organ supportive care addressing the complex pattern of physiologic disturbance in patients suffering with critical liver dysfunction. For example, rapid identification of patients with chronic liver disease and superimposed bacterial infection can prevent a significant deterioration in their clinical condition. In addition, patients with acute deterioration due to alcohol abuse must have regular follow-ups, be strongly advised about lifestyle changes and given access to support groups to prevent further flare-ups.
Host response to injury/infection
The body's response to injury is a major determinant of its severity. In ACLF, hepatocytes are exposed to chronically elevated concentrations of inflammatory cytokines, including interferon-g, TNF-α and interleukin (IL)-2 and IL-6. Depending on levels of proapoptotic or anti-apoptotic activity, inflammatory cytokines are able to stimulate both survival and apoptosis pathways and modulate the relative equilibrium of proand anti-apoptotic proteins, such as Bad and Bcl-2 respectively [57] . Apoptosis, or 'programmed cell death' is one of two main patterns of cell death; namely apoptosis and necrosis. Although apoptosis is the predominant mechanism involved in the pathophysiology of both acute and chronic liver dysfunction, the term 'necroapoptosis' has been recently coined in order to demonstrate the commonality of both pathways and the relative non-exclusivity of the two cell death entities [58] . The fact that patterns of cell death can vary greatly in different cells of one individual suggests that programmable necrosis is a plausible notion [59] . In addition, inflammation is also associated with significant neutrophil dysfunction, which also plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of ACLF [60] [61] . These processes all contribute toward the pathogenesis of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), which is characterized by systemic inflammation, organ dysfunction and, ultimately, organ failure. SIRS is a syndrome that clinically presents as hypo-or hyperthermia, tachycardia, tachypnea and abnormal white cell count; these features characterize worsening liver dysfunction, resulting in severe decompensation (ascites, encephalopathy etc.), renal failure, associated infection and poorer prognosis [62] [63] . SIRS is characterized by a prominent pro-inflammatory cytokine profile and has been found to promote the progression from stable, compensated cirrhosis to ACLF [64] . It is likely that bacterial translocation plays a critical role in determining the progression from compensated to decompensated liver dysfunction via development of the SIRS. Kupffer cells, the resident macrophages of the liver are the first line of defense against gut-derived pathogens and are activated via the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and TLR4, or complement C3 and C5 pathways following acute injury and an increase in intestinal permeability [65] . Kupffer cells exist as two distinct phenotypes, M1 and M2, with M1 activation occurring via toll-like receptors (TLRs) and DAMPs [65] . The subsequent signaling pathway is complicated and involves assembly of the TLR4-CD14-Lymphocyte antigen 96 receptor complex, recruitment of adaptor molecules including TIR domain-containing adaptor molecule 1 and myeloid differentiation factor 88, and the activation of downstream signaling cascades that ultimately result in a sustained inflammatory response [66] . There is a net increase in TNF production, which is the first cytokine to be released, and the increased levels directly correlate with liver injury and the development of SIRS. Concurrently, M2 Kupffer cells are stimulated via an alternate pathway involving IL-4 and IL-10 release from Th2 cells. Kupffer cells are intrinsically involved in the transformation of quiescent hepatic stellate cells to activated myofibroblasts, thus acting as a pivotal bridge between immune activation and dysfunction of hepatic microcirculation [67] . LPS acts on hepatic stellate cells to activate downstream signaling cascades, resulting in the production of endothelin-1, nitric oxide, prostaglandins and thromboxane A2, causing profound deleterious effects on hepatic microcirculation and an increase in portal pressure.
The reason that patients with ACLF have an increased susceptibility to infection, and thus a greater severity of liver failure, is partly due to neutrophil dysfunction. Although hepatic neutrophils are increased in patients with ACLF, these neutrophils are predominantly dysfunctional, with an increased resting respiratory burst but a reduction in phagocytic function [60] . HLA-DR is involved in effective monocyte function, however long-term suppression of HLA-DR commonly occurs in those with ACLF and is associated with poor prognosis and sepsis, organ failure and death, while a rebound increase in HLA-DR expression correlates with clinical recovery [68] . There are a multitude of other cells and signaling pathways involved in the development of SIRS, including dendritic cells and tyrosine-protein kinase Mer dysfunction. In summary, patients with ACLF suffer from severe immune dysregulation due to dysfunction in effector cell function, downstream signaling pathways and cytokine release, while activated immune cells are dysfunctional and energydepleted.
As SIRS progresses, there is activation of the early compensatory anti-inflammatory response (CARS), which aims to restore immunologic balance. CARS activation results in various physiologic alterations including the reduction of lymphocytes via apoptosis, a dampened monocytic response to cytokine stimulation, decreased expression of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) in monocytes and cutaneous anergy. The reduction in HLA expression alters the LPS-mediated production of various pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8. The overall result of these processes is "sepsis-like" immune paralysis and the subsequent increased susceptibility to infection [69] . The literature has demonstrated a clear association between infection and ACLF, suggesting that the immunosuppressive features of cirrhosis, combined with neutrophil dysfunction, are responsible for the increased susceptibility to infection in patients suffering from ACLF, as well as the subsequent deterioration in organ function [12, 35, 37] . The exaggerated SIRS and defective CARS ultimately results in a profound susceptibility to infection and, even in the absence of infection, patients still possess sepsis-like characteristics, including a reduction in monocyte HLA-DR expression, TNF secretion and an increase in IL-6 production [70] . Therefore, due to the deleterious relationship between infection and ACLF, aggressive surveillance and timely management of infection is necessary [35] . It is the paradoxical relationship between the pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory state during SIRS, on the background of liver dysfunction, that results in both systemic inflammation and an increased susceptibility to infection, thus acting in a vicious selfperpetuating cycle. The persistence of SIRS results in a hyperdynamic circulation, dysfunctional microcirculation, low mean arterial pressure and subsequent capillary leak and tissue hypoperfusion [71] [72] . This is the primary mechanism in the development of organ dysfunction which, combined with an increased incidence of bacterial infections, can cause multiple organ failure and worse survival and prognosis than those without it.
Both ACLF and severe sepsis share similar clinical characteristics; namely vasodilatory shock and multiple organ failure. Wasmuth et al. attempted to explain these similarities and found that patients with ACLF had similar immunologic 'defects' to patients with SIRS and severe sepsis, indicating that immune dysregulation is a common feature of both conditions [69] . The prominent pro-inflammatory state of patients with ACLF is mediated by a broad cytokine profile, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 and IFN-γ [10, 38] . Overall, the progression from stable cirrhosis to decompensation is facilitated by SIRS and is predominantly mediated by cytokines.
Patients with cirrhosis are at increased susceptibility to infection, making it a common feature of patients with ACLF. It is estimated that approximately 50% of hospital admissions of patients with cirrhosis are for sepsis, with up to 40% of these patients developing further nosocomial infections [73] . The relationship between infection and SIRS indicates that an altered inflammatory response in patients with cirrhosis results in immune dysregulation, predisposing these patients to infection that results in a vicious cycle of inflammation [74] .
Organ failure
Patients that have ACLF possess higher mortality rates at the same Child-Pugh and MELD scores as those without ACLF [35] . Regardless of etiology, immune dysfunction and the abnormal activation of systemic inflammatory pathways appear to play vital roles in further accentuating liver dysfunction and promoting the development of multi-organ failure [74] . These are discussed below and illustrated in Fig. 2 .
It has been proposed that an initial 'cytokine storm' occurs due to the systemic exaggeration of proinflammatory pathways and overstimulation of the immune system, resulting in macro-and microcirculatory dysfunction, increased capillary permeability, plasma leakage and end stage organ damage; ultimately resulting in multi-organ failure [69, 75] . Once the 'eye of the storm' resolves, there is an upregulation of compensatory anti-inflammatory processes, resulting in patients becoming immunocompromised and particularly susceptible to nosocomial infections, sepsis and further deterioration [35] . As previously mentioned, cirrhotic patients who improve following organ failure in hospital and are subsequently discharged have an almost universal threeyear mortality rate [13] . In addition, it has been found that patients who have been recently hospitalised (within 6 months) possess a significantly worse mortality than those without recent hospitalization (78% vs. 34%; respectively). Findings such as these have resulted in the development of a "multi-hit" hypothesis, suggesting that patients do not return to their previous baseline following organ injury due to a reduction in functional cell mass and immune dysfunction, despite achieving clinical recovery [35] . It is important to note that a large proportion of patients with chronic liver dysfunction do survive an acute insult and are subsequently discharged from hospital. For survivors, regular monitoring of their condition is vital in order to allow timely detection and prevention of sepsis, offer early support for organ failure and provide artificial liver support systems following acute hepatic insult in patients that do not undergo liver transplantation. Patients with a high MELD score should be priority listed for deceased donor liver tissue or living donor transplant tissue, as liver transplantation remains the definitive therapy in this subset of patients. All patients that have suffered an acute deterioration of hepatic function on the background of chronic liver disease must be screened for risk factors in order to prevent further flare-ups, as well as receive regular monitoring of their hepatic reserve. Thorough monitoring must certainly be carried out in the immediate post-discharge period as there is a median survival of only 4 months if patient admission MELD score is high, while 72% of survivors beyond this period report a poor quality of life.
Hepato-adrenal axis dysfunction
The term "hepato-adrenal syndrome" was first coined due to the frequent association between cirrhosis and adrenal insufficiency in patients with cirrhosis during septic episodes. Patients with both compensation and decompensation commonly report symptoms of adrenal dysfunction and it has been found that adrenal insufficiency occurs more frequently in patients with more severe liver diseases, as indicated by a high MELD score and hemodynamic instability [76] [77] . While the exact mechanism of adrenal dysfunction remains to be elucidated, several hypotheses have been suggested, including: cytokine-mediated amplification of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis, reduced levels of apoprotein-1/high-density lipoproteins and endotoxemia [76, 78] . Despite the clinical relevance of hepato-adrenal syndrome, there is currently no agreement on relevant tests and normal ranges to evaluate adrenal function in cirrhotic patients, indicating the necessity to establish standardized diagnostic and prognostic markers of adrenal insufficiency in patients with liver dysfunction. Treatment is currently limited to hydrocortisone therapy in order to restore circulating glucocorticoid concentrations and improve hemodynamic stability. However, while hydrocortisone demonstrates initial improvements in hemodynamics, there is limited evidence to suggest it improves overall outcomes [79] . Routine steroid use must always be avoided in patients with ACLF, according to a recent controlled trial, and should be limited to patients with adrenal insufficiency [80] .
Kidney dysfunction
In cirrhotic patients, pre-renal acute kidney injury and intrinsic kidney injury, including tubular necrosis, are the most common types of renal failure. Bacterial infection, such as SBP, is the most frequent precipitant of renal dysfunction in cirrhotic patients (30-40%), followed by hypovolemia due to gastrointestinal hemorrhage [81] . Renal failure is the most common organ failure in patients with ACLF and is closely related to the presence of SIRS. It has also been found to be a major prognostic indicator of remote organ dysfunction and short-and long-term mortality.
Renal failure following ACLF may be due to acute kidney injury (AKI), hepatorenal syndrome or preexisting renal disease. According to the EASL-CLIF Consortium, kidney dysfunction is defined as serum creatinine between 1.5 and 1.9 mg/dL and kidney failure as serum creatinine of greater than 2 mg/dL or requirement of renal replacement therapy. AKI manifests as an abrupt decline in renal function, characterized by an increase in serum creatinine of 0.3 mg/dL within 48h or an increase of greater than 50% from baseline levels within the previous 7 days. Studies have demonstrated that the rate of kidney dysfunction in patients with ACLF varies between 22.8% and 51%, considerably higher than the reported prevalence of 20% in hospitalised patients with cirrhosis [82] [83] . Patients with advanced cirrhosis are predisposed to chronic renal hypoperfusion and are therefore susceptible to AKI when exposed to precipitating factors such as bacterial infection, variceal hemorrhage and large volume paracentesis [84] [85] . Two-thirds of patients develop iatrogenic AKI due to renal hypoperfusion, with most cases being iatrogenic secondary to diuretic use or lactulose associated diarrhea; these causes are reversible in almost 45% of cases. The remaining patients have either volume-nonresponsive AKI or hepatorenal syndrome (HRS). Structural AKI, including acute tubular necrosis and glomerulonephritis, accounts for the remaining onethird of AKI in patients with cirrhosis [84] . However, paradoxically, patients with ACLF develop structural and tubular dysfunction as a result of predisposition to infection and inflammation [5, 83] . Various biomarkers of AKI have been recently developed in order to discriminate functional kidney dysfunction from structural kidney damage. Serum cystatin is a low molecular weight (13 kDa) nonglycosylated protein that is freely filtered at the glomerulus and subsequently reabsorbed by the proximal tubules and catabolized, but not secreted, by the renal tubules, therefore acting as a sensitive and early marker of glomerular injury [86] . In contrast to serum creatinine, serum cystatin is independent of age, gender and muscle mass. Biomarkers of proximal and distal tubular damage have also been investigated, with kidney-injury molecule (KIM-1), liver fatty acid binding protein (L-FABP) and neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) appearing to be the most promising options [87] [88] [89] .
The management of AKI in patients with ACLF involves identification of the cause and the discontinuation of nephrotoxic drugs, vasodilators, diuretics and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, while patients with co-existing bacterial infections must receive antibiotics according to local guidelines. A proportion of patients may require dialysis depending on various factors such as the presence of significant fluid overload, metabolic acidosis and hyperkalemia refractory to medical management.
In terms of mortality, patients with ACLF and kidney dysfunction and any single 'extrarenal' organ failure possess a short-term mortality of approximately 20%, similar to patients with single renal failure and serum creatinine greater than 2mg/dL [12] . Patients with kidney failure and another organ failure have a short-term mortality of 30%, while patients with kidney failure and multiple organ failure (≥2 organs) have a short-term mortality of 77%. It is, therefore, evident that renal dysfunction has a large role in determining the shortterm mortality of patients with ACLF. Due to the grim prognosis of patients with ACLF and AKI, certain measures must be adhered to in order to prevent the progression of AKI. These include the astute use of diuretics and avoidance of nephrotoxic drugs, as well as repletion of intravascular volume by albumin during large volume paracentesis in order to prevent paracentesis induced circulatory dysfunction. As a large proportion of patients often have co-existing bacterial infections, judicious antibiotic dose modifications must be considered according to creatinine clearance.
Hepatorenal syndrome (HRS) is a functional disorder that occurs due to hemodynamic dysfunction comprising of splanchnic vasodilation, systemic hypotension, renal vasoconstriction, cardiac dysfunction and abnormal autonomic and neurohormonal activation [81, 90] . The hallmark of HRS is renal vasoconstriction, however development of the condition involves multiple mechanisms and a complex interplay between disturbances of hemodynamics, vasoconstrictor systems and vasodilator systems [91] . HRS is commonly thought of as a diagnosis of exclusion, entertained only once other potential causes of kidney injury have been ruled out, including tubular injury, glomerulonephritis and prerenal disease. Patients with HRS characteristically have low arterial pressure, reduced systemic vascular resistance and increased cardiac output, however the presentation of renal failure in cirrhotic patients varies greatly, with some having features of circulatory dysfunction and others possessing a more prominent pro-inflammatory profile [92] . Type 1 HRS is characterized by rapid and progressive renal dysfunction and is commonly precipitated by SBP, while type 2 HRS is associated with a moderate and stable reduction in glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and most commonly occurs in patients with relatively stable hepatic function. Despite resolution of the infection with antibiotics, type 1 HRS occurs in one-quarter of patients with SBP, while virtually all patients die within 10 weeks of the onset of renal failure if untreated [93] . Patients with type 2 HRS are often diuretic-resistant and have a median survival of 3-6 months, which is considerably shorter than patients with cirrhosis and ascites in the absence of renal failure.
Terlipressin and albumin administration remains the gold standard of treatment for patients with hepatorenal syndrome, despite being unsuccessful in over 50% of patients [94] . In patients that do not respond to terlipressin, it is likely that other factors predominate in the development of renal dysfunction, such as SBP. Although it is traditionally suggested that renal dysfunction is reversible by undergoing transplantation, evidence demonstrates that cirrhotic patients are more likely to need aggressive renal replacement therapy post-transplantation compared to those being transplanted due to hepatorenal syndrome [95] . This indicates that the basis of renal failure in ACLF differs to hepatorenal syndrome.
It has been suggested that inflammation is the key mediator of renal failure in patients with ACLF, as evidenced by the efficacy of anti-inflammatory agents such as N-acetylcysteine and albumin which are associated with an improvement in renal function in patients with alcoholic hepatitis [96] [97] . It is interesting to note that there is a relationship between the cause of AKI and mortality in patients with cirrhosis. A study by Fagundes et al. demonstrates that AKI secondary to miscellaneous causes has the best survival rate, followed by hypervolemia and infection related-AKI, with AKI related to hepatorenal syndrome having the worst prognosis [98] . The CANONIC study reports that kidney failure is the most common organ failure in ACLF grade 1, indicating the increasing necessity for effective biomarkers in order to detect patients at risk of kidney dysfunction, as well as novel therapeutic strategies to address the poor prognosis of patients with ACLF and co-existing renal impairment.
Haematological dysfunction
Impaired coagulation is the most common hematological complication in patients with ACLF, as suggested by abnormal coagulation tests due to both compromised synthesis and depletion of coagulation factors. On hematological profiling, an increased prothrombin time is a frequent finding, while an international normalized ratio (INR) of > 2.5, or platelet count < 20000/mL would meet the criteria for coagulation failure according to CLIF-SOFA [12] . Patients suffering from chronic liver disease have an increase in both anti-thrombotic and pro-thrombotic clotting factors [99] . Due to abnormal inflammation associated with ACLF, the condition is able to promote either state, manifesting as either hemorrhagic or thrombotic complications [100] . Sepsis, a relatively common complication of chronic liver disease, worsens the coagulopathy due to the presence of endogenous heparinoids and further increases the risk of hemorrhagic complications as a result of the development of portal hypertension and portacaval anastomoses [101] .
Neurological failure
Hepatic encephalopathy is a frequent manifestation of ACLF, as both a precipitant of ACLF or a result of it. Neurological failure itself is defined as the development of Grade III/IV encephalopathy [102] . Both local and systemic alterations on the background of cirrhosis are responsible for the pathogenesis of encephalopathy. Patients with hepatic encephalopathy commonly develop an array of neuropsychiatric symptoms, including but not limited to psychomotor dysfunction, impaired memory, sensory abnormalities and reduced attention.
Hyperammonemia is linked to the development of hepatic encephalopathy, with additional hepatic insults on the background of hyperammonemia resulting in significant cerebral edema and inflammation. Bearing in mind that patients with chronic liver dysfunction often suffer from functional immunoparesis, a relationship between ammonia and inflammation has been proposed [103] . While the exact synergistic mechanism behind hyperammonemia and inflammation is yet to be elucidated, it is thought to be mediated by increased cytokine generation and iNOS expression, oxidative stress, abnormalities in GABA-ergic transmission and decreased cerebral blood flow [104, 105] . Astrocytemediated metabolism of ammonia results in the production and accumulation of osmotically active glutamine, which can subsequently cause brain edema and intracranial hypertension [106] [107] [108] . Induced hyperammonemia results in significant neuropsychological features in patients with both cirrhosis and SIRS, suggesting a synergistic relationship between hyperammonemia and inflammation [109] . However, it is important to note that it is unclear whether it is the background neurological state in cirrhosis or the associated hyperammonemia that predisposes the brain to the deleterious effects of superimposed inflammation. Various animal studies involving LPS-challenged cirrhotic rats have demonstrated that inflammation, hyperammonemia and subsequent brain edema all contribute to the effects on consciousness in patients with hepatic encephalopathy. For example, Wright et al. demonstrated that LPS-challenged cirrhotic rats experienced a significant increase in cerebral edema, with astrocytic and perivascular edema, thus mimicking ACLF [103] . Interestingly, naïve non-cirrhotic rats with induced hyperammonemia actually experienced more severe LPS-induced brain edema than cirrhotic rats. Various studies support the notion that hyperammonia is responsible for the induction of microglial cells and other cerebral inflammatory mediators, thus priming the brain to the detrimental effects of superimposed inflammation [103, 105, 110] . Interventional studies also support this notion, with administration of the novel therapy ornithine phenylactetate resulting in the reduction of circulating ammonia and subsequent protection against cerebral edema associated with liver failure [111] . While this may be the case, experimental data suggest that ammonia levels, in fact, show no direct correlation with advanced hepatic encephalopathy and outcomes in patients with clinical ACLF. It has been found that noncirrhotic hyperammonemic rats developed significant astrocytic edema with increased glutamine, which is expected and correlates with the ammonia-glutamineedema hypothesis [103] . Interestingly, however, only mild astrocytic edema is seen in saline-treated rats following bile-duct ligation compared to the LPStreated group, despite similar levels of serum and cerebral ammonia in both cohorts. Overall, it is unclear the precise mechanisms that are responsible for astrocytic edema in cirrhotic rats, however it is thought to be due to underlying inflammatory processes. Although hepatic encephalopathy commonly occurs in patients with ACLF, overt cerebral edema is an infrequent finding, suggesting that it is hyperammonemia on the background of an upregulated systemic inflammatory state in cirrhosis that contributes to the features of encephalopathy, rather than the presence of edema itself. An important factor to bear in mind in the pathogenesis of hepatic encephalopathy is the role of cerebral blood flow (CBF), which is integral to the development of the condition. CBF is likely to be directly related to alterations in both ammonia and inflammation, as they independently interact to influence cerebral hemodynamics [112] . Both factors, as discussed, appear to act in a synergistic fashion and to such an extent that they can even cause alterations in CBF in non-cirrhotic rat models.
It is important to note that patients with acute decompensation and hepatic encephalopathy have a different clinical course compared to those with ACLF. Isolated encephalopathy in patients with acute decompensation commonly occurs with long-term diuretic treatment, rather than as a result of liver dysfunction [113] . These patients often have a good prognosis, in the absence of significant inflammation and organ dysfunction. However, patients with ACLF and encephalopathy have an extremely high mortality rate due to the presence of SIRS, resulting in neurological dysfunction and multi-organ failure. As well as liver dysfunction, hepatic encephalopathy in the context of ACLF is often concomitant with active alcoholic and bacterial infection [104] .
Future perspectives
Despite attempts to improve the ACLF bioclinical classifications and prognostic scoring systems, much work is still required to precisely define and characterize the systemic syndrome. Although it has become evident that a single ACLF biomarker is unlikely to be encountered for use in routine clinical practice, it is important to continue researching new biomarkers or biologic fingerprints and combine these novel indicators with updated ACLF scoring systems in order to accurately stratify patients in terms of their prognosis and necessity for transplantation.
Metabolomics is a newly emerging field of 'omics' research that may aid the identification of novel biomarkers of progression from compensated chronic liver dysfunction to acute decompensation and help with characterizing the metabolic profile of ACLF. The field of metabolomics is predominantly concerned with the comprehensive identification of small molecule metabolites within biologic systems. Metabolomics, therefore, provides more functional and phenotypical information regarding disease and allows a greater understanding of disease patterns in order to give more accurate disease profiling. An example of its application in modern medicine is in determining the prognosis of patients with bowel cancer, with the recent identification of the Kras gene as a strong predictor of poor response to chemotherapy. As a result, Kras screens are now routinely performed. In addition, metabolomics may also help evaluate metabolic modifications following the initiation of treatment, as well as potentially aiding the discovery of novel targets for the therapeutic management of ACLF. In terms of specific applications in liver dysfunction, metabolomics using proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMRS) has demon-strated an intrinsic relationship between metabolic abnormalities and disease severity within hepatic sera and parenchyma [114] [115] . The results from these studies suggest that metabolites correlate significantly with abnormalities in liver metabolism, such as fatty acids and glucose, while phospholipid precursors have a prognostic relationship with hepatic lesions. By a similar method, a specific serum metabolite fingerprint for ACLF has also been identified [116] . The main metabolites with increased signaling in ACLF have been found; these include lactate, pyruvate, ketone bodies, glutamine and several others, while high-density lipids are lower in patients with ACLF than chronic liver dysfunction. Several metabolites have, therefore, been identified and reflect significant pathophysiological changes in liver function associated with amino acid metabolism, energy metabolism and urea metabolism. Metabolites for remote organ dysfunction, such as renal impairment, have also been recognized. While these findings are positive, a large trial involving a multicentric population of compensated and ACLF patients of various etiologies is required to provide further support for the metabolomics hypothesis. It is therefore possible that metabolomics profiling may aid the clinical evaluation of decompensated cirrhotic patients in intensive care with ACLF, as well as provide new information regarding the metabolic processes in acute hepatic dysfunction and establish novel biomarkers to accurately diagnose and determine patient prognosis. Further investigation of the hepatic metabolomic profile in patients with ACLF may be useful in assessing highly sensitive hepatic metabolic alterations that correlate with disease severity and clinical prognosis.
As well as metabolomics, a small number of studies have also demonstrated the potential efficacy of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) in patients with ACLF [117] [118] [119] . Originally developed in 1985 to reduce the incidence of neutrophenic fever after myelosuppressive chemotherapy in patients with nonmyeloid malignancy, G-CSF therapy has since demonstrated the ability to stimulate the proliferation and differentiation of neutrophil progenitor cells, as well as activation of mature neutrophils. The hypothesis behind the use of G-CSF is that it may mobilise CD34 + bone marrow-derived stem cells and promote hepatic regeneration, as well as improve neutrophil function. The precise mechanism for these changes remains to be elucidated, however several in vitro and in vivo studies have suggested that the neutrophil-activating effect of G-CSF is important in mediating its therapeutic benefits [120] [121] . G-CSF is considered a potent activator of mature circulating cells with the capability of priming respiratory burst, while simultaneously inducing the activation and release of secretory vesicles and cytoplasmic granules, as well as mediating the expression of surface adhesion molecules such as polymorphonuclear surface antigen CD11b/CD18. It is thought that these neutrophil-activating effects may be responsible for the reduction in sepsis, multiple organ failure and improved survival associated with its administration. The administration of colony-stimulating factor 1 has been shown to provide bone-marrow derived macrophages which promote early chemokine upregulation with hepatic recruitment of endogenous macrophages and neutrophils, resulting in an increased level of anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10, and reduction in hepatic myofibroblasts, ultimately reducing hepatic fibrosis and promoting regeneration [122] . These processes may also be responsible for the regenerative effects of G-CSF.
Two randomized studies have indicated that G-CSF administration reduces the risk of developing deleterious extrahepatic sequelae such as renal and neurological dysfunction, as well as attenuating sepsis and improving short-term survival rates [117] [118] . recruited consecutive patients with ACLF, which were randomly assigned to groups given 5 mg/kg G-CSF subcutaneously (12 doses; group A, n = 23) or placebo (group B, n = 24) plus standard medical therapy [117] . The authors found that G-CSF therapy resulted in more than twice as many patients with ACLF surviving for 2 months, while also reducing the MELD and SOFA scores and preventing the development of sepsis, hepatorenal syndrome and hepatic encephalopathy. It has also been demonstrated that patients treated with G-CSF experience a 44% reduction in short-term mortality (60-90 days) compared to controls, as well as an improvement in liver function, increase in peripheral and intrahepatic CD34 + count and an increase in peripheral neutrophil/leukocyte counts [123] . Although evidence is still limited, there is an apparent benefit observed on short-term mortality and, as the therapy is associated with only mild adverse effects, it may be a reasonable alternative in situations when liver transplantation is contraindicated or unavailable. Reported adverse effects include fever, rash, headache, nausea and herpes zoster. However, despite these promising findings, all patients included in these studies had the initial features of ACLF, rather than more advanced clinical characteristics such as sepsis and multiorgan failure.
As liver transplantation is often unavailable due to high costs and a lack of donor grafts, regeneration may be a viable option in the future. Further clinical studies are certainly required in order to ascertain the precise efficacy of G-CSF therapy in stimulating the reversal of liver dysfunction, as well as determine any long-term adverse effects.
Patients with ACLF may also benefit from cell transplantation of either hepatocytes of stem cells by stimulating cell repopulation of the cirrhotic and dysfunctional liver. Several studies have reported an improvement in liver function with cell transplantation, while mesenchymal stem cells may have additional beneficial actions, such as antiinflammatory effects [124] [125] [126] [127] .
Conclusion
ACLF is a severe condition that occurs on the background of chronic liver dysfunction and results in the development of organ failure and is associated with inordinately high mortality. Although the condition is pathophysiologically, clinically and prognostically distinct to classic acute decompensation, it is yet to be defined and standardization of diagnostic criteria is still required. The generation of ACLF is intrinsically linked to an abnormal host response to precipitating injury, such as SIRS, and the prognosis of the patient is primarily dependent on the degree of immunoparesis and severity of organ failure.
Currently, treatment strategies are limited to symptomatic relief and organ support, indicating the necessity for novel biomarkers, drugs and devices for the management of ACLF. A multidisciplinary management strategy is required to ensure early detection of organ dysfunction, while engagement with the liver transplant community is needed to define a new allocation policy for this subset of patients. Future methods to further define and characterize ACLF involve additional investigation of the metabolomics profile of patients with ACLF, while G-CSF administration and cell transplantation seem to be novel and promising therapeutic interventions to improve patient outcomes. Further prospective clinical studies are required to fully elucidate the modifiable factors that predispose patients to ACLF and improve our understanding of this devastating syndrome, while also developing a personalized management plan for individual patients based on their clinical and genetic characteristics.
